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The hard way

Paper-based programs &
manual processes that lack
automation and real-time
visibility

The smart way

ActivityStudio®
Drive Operational Excellence
Audits, Assessments, Checklists, Inspections, Certifications
Visual Form
Builder

Assignment
& Scheduling

Corrective
Actions

Reporting
& Insights

Our Clients Call It ‘Game Changing’
ActivityStudio® makes it easy to develop and execute audit, self-assessment, inspection, evaluation, certification,
checklist, and survey programs to drive Operational Excellence in any facility, restaurant or retail location.
Intuitive, Visual Form Builder
Drag-and-drop to create any activity, from complex audit
forms with automated repeat detection, to simple checklists
and surveys. Improve efficiency and accuracy with
conditionally-driven questions, built-in timers and much more.
Link questions to policies and SOPs to reinforce brand
standards and promote best practices and know-how.

Design and Schedule Activities for Shifts
and Specific Equipment

Create and schedule activities to be conducted at each
location during specific times of the day. Activities and
questions can be added or modified dynamically based
on active equipment in a location.

Area Management for Multiple Locations
at One Site

Automated Scheduling

Flexible Workflows

Web and Mobile Optimized

Configure repeatable business processes with flexible and
automated pre- and post-activity workflows. Leverage settings
for assignments, notifications, reminders, escalations, and report
distribution to ensure program execution and improve
operational efficiency.

Work online or work untethered. Perform activities when
connected or offline with native apps for Windows, iOS,
and Android.

Targeted for facilities such as hotels where there are multiple
sites that require routine food safety and cleaning routines
(kitchens, bars, lounges, conference rooms). Organize activities
around specific areas within a location and schedule tasks for
shifts and equipment that are unique to these areas.

Set and monitor recurring schedules for your programs
and activities. Ensure your team understands key
organizational goals and is working toward them by
completing necessary activities across all your locations.

Approve Suppliers for Production
Your process may be simple to complex or vary by product category. Either way,
CMX1 can help you collect and evaluate the necessary documentation and
information needed before you approve a supplier to produce a product for your
network. Request a facility audit, nutritional and allergen information, certifications,
packaging labels and graphics, product evaluations, and ingredients sourcing if
needed. It's up to you and you're in control.

Integrated Policy Management

Temperature Monitoring & Integrated IOT

Quickly and easily create your brand standards,
policies, and procedures and training documentation
with our integrated Policy Management solution.
PolicyStudio includes a visual designer, rich text
editor, and document and media storage, so you can
easily and confidently publish your materials to
specific user groups or company-wide in real-time.

Seamlessly connect with Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE)
devices including barcode scanners, temperature
probes, digital scales, and other IOT devices. Integrate
with sensor networks.

Automated, Closed-loop Corrective Actions
Automated Report Writing & PDF Report
Generation

Automatically create reports that are quickly
converted to PDF documents and sent to multiple
people in your organization with the click of a button
and a digital signature.

Define the protocols for addressing and reviewing
Corrective and Preventive Actions (CAPAs). Provide
recommended actions and enforce timeframes to
respond by criticality.

Powerful, Actionable Insights and Reporting

Leverage the same operational efficiency software
some of the world’s best known brands trust

Data visualization, KPIs, and reports provide program
status and actionable insights for every level of your
organization. Set rules to bin locations, identify noncompliant areas within locations, or measure
performance of products and employees against defined
program goals.

ActivityStudio®

“My jaw dropped when I saw how
integrated ActivityStudio® already
was - so many things are automatically
taken care of through simple
configurations and automation.”
What used to take hours can be accomplished in minutes. And with one
platform, we have one system and no silos. ActivityStudio’sTM user experience

“
Danielle Williams
Operations Services Manager
at Checkers & Rally’s

and user interface is cleaner and has a better flow, and it’s incredibly easy to
use. Our decision simply came down to ActivityStudioTM and CMX as a
partner, being a better fit for our business.
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To learn more about the CMX1
Platform and our modules, visit
www.cmx1.com or get in touch to
arrange a follow up demo.

Our Promise

We‘re all in | We‘ve got your back | It‘s a partnership

